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Once you have found the question you can then select the question using the
multi-select button and add it to a list via the orange 'save to My Lists' button.

Create a list for each unit which you can then assign to your class for their
homework or classwork. 

Each module has a unique title which will be listed under the unit in this booklet.
You can find these modules either by navigating the English section under the All

Content heading on the main menu at the top of your page. 
Alternatively, you can add each module to a list by using the Search Function.

Click the magnifying glass in the top right-hand corner of the page and enter the
question code from the units listed on the next pages to find the corresponding question.

KS2 English
6 Week Trial scheme of work 

How to use this scheme of work? 

This scheme of work has been designed for your students by our expert examiners to
take weekly units across a range of topics. In this booklet, you'll find 6 units of work, each
including 2 modules mainly from the reading section of the SchoolOnline platform. 

To utilise this within your trial you can add all of the questions in each unit to one list

and then assign your class or focus group the list as an assignment for them to
complete. In doing so you will be able to track who has completed the work, their
progress and where their challenges may be. 

For more information on how to create assignments
watch our tutorial videos here.

Finding the modules

Saving to My Lists

Ensure the toggle here is
set to the correct subject

for your search 

https://www.schoolonline.co.uk/teacher-user-guides/


6 Week Units

Unit 1 

Module 1: Finding Information (Reading) 
Module 2: Identifying Key Ideas (Reading) 

Unit 2 
Module 3: Explaining How Ideas are Linked (Reading) 
Module 4: Explaining the Impact of Words (Reading)

Unit 4

Unit 3

Unit 5 

Unit 6

These modules are taken mostly from the Reading course within the SchoolOnline
Classroom platform. Any modules from the reading course will have a tutorial

video, interactive consolidation quiz and an extra learn more activity, such as a
crossword, wordsearch or close exercise. 

 
We recommend for each unit asking your students to work through it in this

order and also having a pen and paper to make notes on the video content. 

Module 5: Explaining Thoughts and Actions (Reading) 

Module 6: Reading Between the Lines (Reading) 

Module 7: Making Predictions (Reading)

Module 3 (From the English Writing Section): Proofreading 

Module 8: PEE and PEED (Reading) 

Module 9: Using Detailed Evidence to Support your Answers

Module 10: Comparing Characters and Ideas  (Reading) 
Module 11: How to Answer the Question (Reading)


